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ABSTRACT

In crisis situations it may be necessary to re-establish
communications via ad-hoc networks of communicating
way-stations. Crisis, defence, or surveillance scenarios
may require the distribution ofsensor units over some re-
gion of interest. In both cases the use of communicating
and sensing, autonomous, mobile robots will become
prevalent in the nearfuture.

Existing literature describes various control rules for
forming teams ofrobots into optimally distributed commu-
nicating or sensing grids. We show how these robot behav-
iors exhibit advantages and disadvantages related to the
range between robots. Further we describe a new ap-
proach which enables several different behaviors to be
combined, utilizing the best behavior for any particular
inter-robot range. This method is demonstrated using
computer model simulations and the improved perform-
ance of the combined behaviors, relative to that for indi-
vidual behaviors, is graphed over important situational
parameters.

INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates distributed control rules for
coordinating the movement of a collection of communicat-
ing robots, autonomous mobile sensors or other kinds of
mobile unit, so as to create useful formations. In particular,
we address the problem of enabling a number of robots,
starting from random positions, to form an equi-spaced
lattice over some designated region.

The work relates to the theme of this workshop, situa-
tion management, in the following way. It has been ob-
served that emergency, military and other situations can
often be characterized as involving the motion of many
objects through time and space (Kokar 2004). This paper
considers situations in which many mobile sensing units
are being deployed into an area. In many such cases, the
optimal final configuration of these objects is an equi-
spaced lattice. However, in other cases, it may be useful
for the sensor clustering density to increase towards the
periphery of the group, perhaps to protect against external
objects or to quarantine internal objects. As we will see,
distributed control rules can be adjusted to achieve these
different configurations, and thus, might play a role in
emergency situation management.

This work has many possible applications. When
monitoring, measuring or surveilling an area of territory, it
will often be desirable to disperse a large number of sen-
sors over that area. Often an equi-spaced lattice of sensor
placements will be optimal, but other kinds of lattice spac-
ing may also be useful, depending on the situation. In
many crisis situations, existing communications networks
are observed to break down (e.g. Maloney and Shays
2004). Alternatively, when first responders arrive in a new
location, no fixed communications network may exist. In
these cases it may be desirable to rapidly create an ad-hoc,
wireless communications network using a number of mo-
bile relaying nodes. The optimal distribution for these
nodes will also often be an equi-spaced lattice.

It is desirable that such coordinated movement be
achieved by means of distributed control rules, i.e. each
mobile unit should be autonomous and determine its own
movement independently. This strategy eliminates the
need for large computational burden on a centralized con-
troller, makes the system robust against communications
breakdown to such a controller and allows flexible adap-
tion to local conditions, obstacles or the breakdown of in-
dividual units.

This paper makes the simplifying assumption that each
robot is aware of the positions of all other robots. This in-
formation might be derived from a combination of onboard
sensors which enable a robot to determine its own position,
onboard sensors which detect the positions of other robots,
and communication of this positional information from
one robot to another. Future work may explore scenarios in
which robots use limited, incomplete or erroneous posi-
tional data.

This paper examines several popular control rules
from the literature and some new variants. We show how
each control rule has advantages and disadvantages which
relate to inter-robot range. We then propose a new method,
which enables several different behaviors to be combined,
utilising the best behavior for any particular inter-robot
range. The control rules and the new combination method
are demonstrated using computer model simulations. Fi-
nally we present results, graphing the improved perform-
ance of the combined behavior as compared to the individ-
ual behaviors.
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SPRING MODELS

Many existing control rules have been inspired by the
behavior of physical or biological systems. Some models
(e.g. Martinson and Payton, 2004) make the robots behave
as if each were connected to its nearest neighbors by
springs (figure 1).

Figure 1. Spring lattice model. Circles represent robots.

Each robot controls its acceleration as if acted upon by
a force:

4 [ X R
F = kZ!"(Xi -Xr~) R (1)

where xr is the robot's own position, xi are the posi-
tions of the four adjacent neighbors in the desired configu-
ration, k represents the stiffness of the springs and R is the
unstretched length of the spring.

This model is useful in that it should cause robots to
attract to equilibrium positions at points in an equi-spaced
lattice. It also results in the efficient behavior of high ac-
celerations when robots are far from their desired posi-
tions. It is limited in that each robot must have a pre-
designated position in the final lattice. This will not result
in optimal position assignments given most random start-
ing configurations, nor will it be robust against breakdown
of individual robots. It is preferable that any robot be able
to assume any position in the final lattice. Automatic re-
allocation of lattice position is not a trivial problem.

Additionally, a spring model will often lead to indefi-
nite oscillation of robots. This can be prevented by incor-
porating damping into the model. Spears and Spears
(2004) suggests the incorporation of "friction". Balch and
Arkin (1998) rely on the use of a "dead-zone" of zero mo-
tion incentive around destination positions.

We have experimented with an alternative spring
model, in which each robot behaves as if it were connected
to every other robot by a spring (figure 2). This will also
result in the desirable behavior of rapid accelerations at
large distances, but allows each robot to flexibly choose its
final position in the lattice, depending on the starting posi-
tions.

Figure 2. Alternative spring model. Each robot attracts to every other.

Robots can be prevented from oscillating by connect-
ing each robot to each other robot with a viscous damper
or "dash-pot" in parallel with each spring (figure 3).

Figure 3. Spring and damper model

Now each robot r controls its acceleration as if acted
upon by a force:

F = kZF(Xi - -() x Rx dt (r -x )

(2)
where xr is the robot's own position and xi are the

positions of all n robots of the entire group, k is the stiff-
ness of the springs and c is the viscosity of the damping
system. This is equivalent to a Proportional Derivative
(PD) controller. A simpler damping method simulates mo-
tion through a viscous fluid:

F k [(Xi -r ) x x
R]C dt

3

Control rules based on this damped spring model do
result in an ordered distribution of robots over an area (fig-
ure 4). However, for larger numbers of robots, the inter-
robot spacing is observed to vary with distance from the
center of the group (figure 5). Robots become more tightly
packed with radius from the group center. This is due to
robots being more strongly attracted to distant individuals
than to close neighbors.
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Figure 4. Four stages in chronological order, from a simulation of the
motion of 7 robots obeying a spring and damper control rule.

Figure 5. Initial and final configurations for a group of 100 robots obey-
ing a spring and damper control rule. Notice that the inter-robot spacing
in the final configuration decreases with distance from the centre of the
group. This is most easily observed by looking at the circumferential
spacing along each concentric ring.

VELOCITY CONTROL METHODS

Similar behavior can be produced much more simply,
merely by controlling the velocity of each robot to be in-
versely proportional to the sum of the displacements to all
other robots. Robots can be prevented from coalescing by
measuring this displacement from a ring of pre-specified
radius around each robot (figure 6).
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spacingR.
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Figure 6. A simple velocity control rule.

Now, each robot directly controls its own velocity ac-
cording to:

V oc L [(Xi-xr)_ (Xi X) Ri
VOC

L
(X r~ Xi -xr

(4)

where V is the desired robot velocity, R is the desired
final inter-robot spacing, xr is the robot's own position

and xi are the positions of all other n robots in the group.
It can easily be shown that this velocity control

rule is equivalent to the spring/damper rule for the case of
critical damping, with the inter-robot distance decaying
exponentially in each case. This rule therefore also results
in distributions in which the inter-robot distance decreases
with radius from the group center (figure 7). As we have
mentioned before, such configurations might be useful in
focusing attention on the periphery of a region.

is I,.....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~........... .....................

Figure 7. Initial and final configurations for a group of 50 robots obey-
ing a velocity control rule. Notice the increased crowding towards the
extremities of the group. This is most easily observed by looking at the
circumferential spacing along each concentric ring of robots.

ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY MODELS

Spears and Gordon (1999) use a model inspired by
gravitation which they refer to as artificial physics. In such
models, each robot is attracted to every other robot by a
gravity-like inverse square attraction law, centered on a
point at a pre-specified radius from that robot:

F Occ (xi Xr (xix) -( Xr' R] (5)

One disadvantage of this method is that, if robots are
separated by large distances, the initial response will be
extremely slow, with small accelerations, poor exploitation
of the robots' maximum speeds and long convergence
times. In contrast, spring methods produce the desirable
behavior of increased accelerations with increased robot
separations. Another disadvantage of gravitation models is
that attraction to a ring around a robot implies an equilib-
rium position at the center of that ring. Thus if two robots
overshoot while converging (thus crossing the desired dis-
tance of inter-robot spacing and becoming too close to
each other), there may be little incentive for the overshot
robots to correct their positions. In several reported ex-
periments (e.g. Spears and Spears, 1999) one observes a
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grid of robots which forms a predominantly correct dis-
tributed lattice, but where an extra individual has become
trapped interstitially for this reason (e.g. figure 8).
00 00
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0
Figure 8. One robot becomes interstitially trapped.

POTENTIAL FIELD MODELS

Several authors (e.g. Dudenhoeffer, 2000) make use of
the attraction/repulsion combination:

IFI=(rCC-r) (6)

where F is a force corresponding to the desired accel-
eration of the robot, r is the distance between the robot
being controlled and another robot which attracts it, and
other values are pre-specified constants. The direction of
the force F is in the direction of the attracting robot.

This model is an example of a class of control rules
which model potential fields of attraction and/or repulsion
(see Vail and Veloso, 2003, and Khatib, 1985). These
models are sometimes referred to as "social potential
fields" (Reif and Wang 1998), and are often said to be in-
spired by flocking, herding or schooling behavior in the
animal kingdom (Gazi and Passino 2002).

These models do result in approximately equi-spaced
final distributions of robots. For two robots, the inter-robot
equilibrium distance is given by:

(A (a-,/)
r = _

(7)

For larger numbers of robots, the relationship is more
complicated since robots are attracted to distant individu-
als in addition to their closest neighbors. In fact, to pro-
duce truly equi-distant spacings, each robot must attract
only to its closest neighbors and not to other distant indi-
viduals. The inverse square attraction law approximates
this well since the inter-robot forces drop off rapidly out-
side of each robot's local neighborhood (in contrast,
spring-like forces increase with distance and decrease for
close neighbors). The higher the value ofa, the better will
be the approximation to equi-distant robot spacing in the
final configuration.

High a values produce desirable equi-distant ro-
bot spacings because they result in attractive forces which
decrease rapidly with distance. For the same reason, these

forces have the disadvantage of causing slow responses,
especially when the initial inter-robot spacing is large. For
these reasons, an a value of 2 is often a good compromise
between speed of convergence and evenness of final robot
spacing.

ATOMIC ATTRACTION/REPULSION MODEL

In our opinion a better, and seemingly obvious analogy
is that of attraction/repulsion between atoms in a crystal
lattice. The atoms of many elements form regular, distrib-
uted patterns, with a constant inter-atomic spacing. If one
aims to cause a group of robots to distribute equidistantly
over a surface according to a distributed control law, then
it seems sensible that each robot should mimic the behav-
ior of such atoms, since this is the way that such atoms
behave and their attraction/repulsion laws are well known.
The attraction/repulsion behavior of atoms in many mate-
rials, is in fact a subset of the behavior described above,
with an a value of 2:

(8)

Where /3 is dependent on the element (e.g. Sodium
atoms have a value of around 7).

We also need to include a damping term. A physical
analogy for this term might be heat loss from a vibrating
crystal lattice of atoms. We provide damping by causing
the robots to behave as though moving through a viscous
fluid. The robot control law now becomes:

n (XX,-X,r X X2 X XA B I dx
L
~(:KiI){Xr AxiXr xiBXri dt

(9)
The atomic attraction/repulsion model is a useful con-

trol rule in that it results in approximately equi-spaced ro-
bot configurations (figure 9).

* ,

Figure 9. Initial and final configurations for a group of 50 robots obey-
ing an atomic attraction/repulsion control rule. Notice that, in contrast to
the spring and velocity models, this rule results in equal inter-robot
spacings throughout the lattice.
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Unfortunately, as with the gravitation model, the
atomic attraction/repulsion model suffers from slow con-

vergence because of the inverse-square attraction rule.

LOCAL CLUSTERING

We have seen that distributed robot control rules based
on spring-like attraction models offer the efficiency advan-
tage of rapid accelerations at large inter-robot ranges.

However, spring-like attraction is not able to produce ro-

bot formations with equal inter-robot spacings even though
these formations are highly desirable in many sensor or

communications scenarios. In contrast, control rules based
on atomic attraction/repulsion models do produce the de-
sired formations but suffer from very slow convergence

due to weak inter-robot attraction at large ranges.

We now describe a new method, which exploits the
advantages of each of these models, enabling high speed
spring-like attraction at long ranges combined with equi-
spaced formation producing atomic behavior at close
ranges. This method, which we refer to as "local cluster-
ing" behavior consists of a simple heuristic control rule.
Each robot, along with its close neighbors, can be de-
scribed as belonging to a "local cluster". Membership of
the cluster extends to any new robot which moves to
within a specified radius of any existing cluster member.
Thus, if two clusters should meet, they will merge into a

single larger cluster.
The process of establishing cluster memberships is

useful in that it enables the simultaneous adoption of two
different kinds of robot behavior. Clusters can move as a

whole unit, relative to other clusters, according to one kind
of behavior model whilst, simultaneously, within each
cluster, cluster members move relative to other members
according to a different behavior model.

The overall behavior of each robot is thus the superpo-

sition of the group behavior of the cluster to which the ro-

bot belongs and the behavior of the robot relative to other
members of its cluster.

By setting cluster-to-cluster behavior to follow a

spring-like attraction rule and member-to-member behav-
ior to follow an atomic attraction/repulsion rule, the best
aspects of each kind of behavior are combined. Now dis-
tant robots rapidly accelerate towards the center of the
group, using spring-like attraction, but arrange themselves
in an orderly atomic lattice once they get there (figure 10).

Figure 10. Four stages in chronological order, from a simulation of the
motion of 7 robots using the local clustering heuristic. The large, shaded
circles are intended to illustrate the position and approximate
membership radius of clusters and are centered at cluster centroids.

Additionally, if several robots meet during their jour-
ney towards the main group, they form a small traveling
cluster which begins to arrange and order itself during that
journey (figure 11).

Figure 11. Random initial positions, but with local population
concentrations, for 50 robots. Note the efficient behavior of performing
the lattice arranging function during the journey towards the final
formation.
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RESULTS

The local clustering method, for combining multiple
robot behaviors, allows groups of robots to form equi-
spaced lattice arrangements far more quickly than with
single behaviors. The following results compare the per-
formance of pure atomic attraction/repulsion behavior (a
relatively fast inverse power law attraction rule) against a
combination of the atomic behavior and spring-like behav-
ior, achieved using the local clustering method. Both be-
haviors result in the same end condition of an equi-spaced
lattice distribution. In all cases, robots are modeled with
the limitations of maximum attainable speeds and accel-
erations. If the control rules demand greater speeds or ac-
celerations than the maximum capabilities of the robot,
then these are hard-limited at the maximum attainable val-
ues.

The most efficient control rules (in terms of speed of
lattice formation) will exploit the capabilities of the robot
by demanding maximum speeds during as much of the
motion as possible. Figure 12 explores the variation of
convergence time with variation in the top speed capabili-
ties of the robots. Every experiment was performed with
the same number of robots, starting from the same initial
random positions. As the speed capabilities of the robots
increase, the improved efficiency of the clustering method
becomes more dramatic, since the spring component of the
combined behavior allows better use to be made of each
robot's maximum speed.
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Figure 12. Decrease in convergence time with increase in robot
maximum speed capability.

A disadvantage of potential field, artificial gravitation
or atomic attraction/repulsion models is that, although they
enable robots to form regular lattices, they are extremely
slow, particularly in scenarios with large initial inter-robot
distances. Figure 13 explores the variation of convergence
time with variation in the distance that has to be traveled
by the robots in order to meet and form a lattice. In each

experiment, the same number of robots was used, with ro-
bots randomly distributed about a specified mean initial
range from the center of the final formation.
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Figure 13. Variations of convergence time with average initial robot
distance from final distribution center.

The improved speed of the local clustering method, as
compared with an individual inverse square attraction law
method (in this case the atomic model), becomes increas-
ingly more dramatic with increased inter-robot range. At
long ranges, we expect the convergence time for the
atomic model to increase exponentially with distance,
whereas we expect only a linear increase with distance for
the local clustering method. With greater values of a
(equation 5), the performance of the individual behavior
will be even worse.

It is not obvious how to independently investigate the
variation of performance with varying numbers of robots,
since it is not possible to change the number of robots
without also changing the initial distribution of robot posi-
tions. Figure 14 depicts an experiment which attempts to
vary the overall number of robots, and thus density of ini-
tial distribution, independent of average robot journey
length. For an initial distribution, robots are spaced evenly
around a circular locus of specified radius. The robots are
also perturbed radially by small random amounts. In all
experiments, the initial circular locus radius is kept con-
stant, but different numbers of robots are introduced, thus
increasing the density of robots without varying the aver-
age robot journey length.
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Figure 14. Variation in convergence time with increased density of
initial robot positions.

Since the atomic attraction rule suffers less from slow-
ness at close inter-robot ranges, its performance improves
significantly with increased robot density. At high initial
densities, the performance of pure atomic behavior will
tend towards that of the combined behavior, local cluster-
ing method. Thus the superior performance of the local
clustering method is most significant for scenarios in
which robots are initially distributed over a wide area.

CONCLUSION

An effective method, for forming groups of robots into
equi-spaced lattices, is for each robot to mimic the behav-
ior of atomic attraction and repulsion. Unfortunately this
results in very slow convergence for distant robots. A
faster approach involves a spring-like attraction model, but
this fails to produce a lattice of constant inter-robot spac-
ings.

We have described a new method which enables the
combination of both kinds of behavior, enabling equi-
spaced lattice formation but with high accelerations and
rapid convergence of distant robots.

The improvements, due to the combined behavior ap-
proach, are most significant when robots begin their mo-
tion with large inter-robot distances. The combined behav-
ior also improves faster than individual behaviors in
response to increased robot top speed capability. The im-
provements are less significant when the initial distribution
of robots is highly concentrated.

The local clustering concept can also be applied more
generally. It is a very flexible system which enables the
simultaneous use of many different kinds of behaviors. It
is particularly useful when different behaviors are desir-
able at different ranges.

The concept readily extends to larger numbers of be-
haviors than two. For example, clusters of clusters could
be used in order to utilize three different behaviors at three
different ranges.

Future work may explore more detailed and realistic
models of both robot sensory capabilities and inter-robot
communications capabilities. Both uncertainty in sensory
measurements and intermittency in communications can be
modeled, as well as the variation of these capabilities with
range. Control rules should be modified to be robust
against such difficulties. We also plan to explore control
rules for different kinds of robot arrangements and forma-
tions. More specifically, we have shown that different con-
trol rules can produce patterns that may be advantageous
according to the situation. By having such a repertoire of
rules, and by reasoning about the situation, we might be
better able to deploy large numbers of robots in emergency
situations.
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